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PEBBLES 
 
TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

Composition: 100% natural cotton. 

Elaboration: handmade. 

Colors: black, vintage nude, Klein blue, petroleum and wood rose. Small balls in cotton’s natural color (no dyeing) 

or black. 

Design: basket in braided cotton, circular base, decorated with small balls in contrasting color. 

Size: diameter 45 cm, height 30 cm. 

Weight: 1.1 kg. 

  
Pebbles Black 

Diam. 45 cm, height 30 cm|BSK-PEB-BK 
Pebbles Vintage Nude 

Diam. 45 cm, height 30 cm|BSK-PEB-VINTNU 

  
Pebbles Klein 

Diam. 45 cm, height 30 cm|BSK-PEB-KLEIN 
Pebbles Petroleum 

Diam. 45 cm, height 30 cm|BSK-PEB-PETRO 

Pebbles Wood Rose 
Diam. 45 cm, height 30 cm|BSK-PEB-WOOD
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SELLING TIPS 

 Pebbles cotton baskets are perfect to store any objects: toys, books, magazines, etc. Also, they are 
bigger than the Bubbly and Leaf baskets, and have a bigger storage capacity.  

 The design is simple and minimalist, very on-trend for a modern decor. 
 Perfect for children's and teens’ rooms as well as any other room of the house, like the hallway, terrace or 

garden. 
 These practical baskets can be used in so many ways. They combine practicality and style and are 

perfect in any corner of the house that needs 'extra' storage. 
 Available in 5 trendy colors: black, vintage nude, Klein blue, petroleum and wood rose. Find these colors 

throughout the new collection! 
 The cotton pompoms are hand-sewn, one by one, all over the exterior, in a contrasting color: in cotton's 

natural color (no dyeing) for the black model, and in black for the other colors. 
 You can match this collection with our Bereber and Trace rugs, Bereber and Square in the same tones, as 

well as the natural Bubbly blankets and our new Bereber and Geometric wall hangings, in clean and 
simple lines. 

 The baskets designed by Lorena Canals are made through a circular braiding technique.  
 They are washable: there is no problem if they get dirty, because you can wash them at home. 
 They are safe: you can keep them always clean, so children can be in direct contact with the basket. 
 They are handmade: every basket is elaborated carefully and individually, so each one is unique. No two 

are alike. 
 They are lightweight, so we can easily move them from place to place. 
 Lorena Canals offers the optimum cost-benefit ratio. 
 Lorena Canals is environmentally friendly. Non-toxic dyes and 100% natural raw materials are used. 
 Lorena Canals undergoes extensive quality controls. ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 18001 and AITEX certificated 

obtained. 
 Lorena Canals is socially responsible and controls non-child labor. The company does not employ child 

labor in none of its activities.  
 Lorena Canals is committed to the world of children and their development: it finances the education of 

more than 120 children from northern India, by giving them the opportunity to decide on their future. By 
purchasing any item from their collection, you are helping many children go to school and get the 
attention they need. Find the Sakûla Project through Lorena Canals. 

 
 

  
 

Decorate and store with style! The trendiest baskets created by Lorena Canals! 
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